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On-board processing and reduction of SOI-MDI data will lead to noise in the resulting data products that must be adequately characterized in the same way that instrumental noise is characterized for purposes of calibration and data analysis.  This note focuses on the problem of characterizing the noise spectrum associated with mode extraction, the most complex and computationally intensive of the various regular on-board data processing procedures.

The presumed objective of mode extraction is the determination of the mode power spectrum S2 (n) for specific eigenmodes (n, l, m) for measurement of various line parameters such as frequency, amplitude, and width.  Since all eigenmodes contribute to a single measurement S (x, y; t) we use spatial information to try to reject at least the contributions of eigenmodes for which (l©,m©) ¹ (l,m), hence the use of basis vectors orthogonal on the spherical surface.   (Modes of the same l and m but different n can only be distinguished by spectral peak isolation.)  The mode extraction procedure cannot non-trivially result in 100% rejection of the orthogonal modes, however, so the power spectrum S2 (n) will be contaminated with the contributions of multiple modes.  To the extent that these modes have overlapping peaks in the power spectrum the signal-to-noise ratio for individual mode peaks will be reduced.  For a particular mode selection l-m we wish to measure the `noise' power spectrum resulting from the contributions of incompletely rejected orthogonal modes.

Mode leakage results from several factors, mostly out of our control.  First, of course, is the fact that no more than half the surface of the Sun can be observed at any instant, and the candidate eigenmodes are not orthogonal over a hemisphere.  Second, the measured signal S (generally line-of-sight velocity or line depth) may be convolved with surface position by projection effects, known or unknown.  Third, there is aliasing due to the finite spatial resolution of the data.  Fourth, numerical errors in the projection of the observed signal on the basis set will lead to mode mixing.  These will probably be due principally to errors in mapping between the observed and the reference coordinate systems.

Two approaches to the problem can be taken.  In the first, which is simpler, we can start with a perfectly described unique surface spherical harmonic of arbitrary amplitude and project it through the observing and mode extraction procedures to obtain an instantaneous mode amplitude, or rather instantaneous amplitudes of all modes onto which it has finite components projected.  If there is no time-dependence of the mode leakage parameters then the power at any frequency is directly proportional to the square of the instantaneous amplitude and it is not necessary to actually calculate the power spectrum.  This is not quite the case because certain parameters are indeed time-dependent.  In particular, the scale of the image and the latitude of disc centre vary with a frequency of 2p yr-1; this is a sufficiently low frequency that it can be safely ignored for the purpose of estimating the cross-talk among the comparatively short-lived high-degree modes under consideration, however (but not for the modes extracted by spatial smoothing!).  Thus we can estimate the reduction in signal of the mode in question and the increase in noise of other modes due to its contribution.  (It will also be instructive to consider the case of a `perfect' remap, i.e. to simply integrate disc-projected functions over the observable hemisphere.  Probably this is the source of most mode-leakage in any case, but it is useful to know the relative magnitude of the numerical contributions.)

The second approach is to consider the contribution of `all' modes to a power spectrum when mapped through the same observing and extraction processes for a single target mode.  The difficulties of this approach arise in the number of modes to be considered and the need to know their relative amplitudes.  It is possible to substantially limit the number of modes to be considered by restricting the search set to those modes with peaks overlapping the peaks of the target mode, provided we know the frequencies and widths of all modes in question.  Since individual modes are recognized by peaks in the temporal power spectrum, the only significant confusion will come from those modes whose frequencies lie within the width of the peak of the mode in question.  The width of the region of confusion Dl is given by Dl = Dn(l) / (¶n/¶l), where ¶n/¶l is given by the approximate formula ¶n/¶l ~ n/2l and the width of the peak Dn for a given l is the sum of the contributions from the inherent width = 1/tLIFE or  1/tOBS and the rotational splitting of different m values (assuming that we are working from a frequencies tabulated with respect to m-averaged or m=0 values).

In fact, the mode mixing process should be symmetric: if a pure eigenmode of unit amplitude Ylm produces a non-zero component Yl©m©, then the pure mode Yl©m© should produce a component Ylm of the same amplitude.  We can thus proceed by first generating the amplitudes of all the neighboring modes to each of a set of target modes, to separations at least as great in l-m space as significant power is seen or to where there is no expected overlap in mode frequencies, whichever is less.  We then construct a `noise' contribution to the target spectral line by assuming that all nearby modes have approximately equal amplitudes (this is true as long as we confine ourselves to the same values of the radial index n, that is stay along the same ridge in the l-n diagram).

We have selected a set of 16 target modes based chosen partly at random and partly by design to cover the accessible l-m space and explore the limits (see Table 1).  Initially we will restrict our attention to modes measured as a line-of-sight component of a radial velocity, for which the amplitude falls off as the cosine of the centre-to-limb angle.  Other cases to explore should include scalar quantities independent of disc position and varying as surface brightness.

Suggested Procedure:

1.  Generate a set of 16 individual artificial mode `observations'  by projecting normalized surface spherical harmonics on the local radius vector and then on the line of sight to a worst-case position of the spacecraft.  The worst-case position, which occurs around Aug 1, combines minimum semi-diameter of the Sun with maximum latitude offset of disc centre.  At that position, the semidiameter of the Sun is about 961" and B0 is about +6°.0.  Note:  If the cross-talk among the selected modes is sufficiently small, it may be possible to generate fewer observations by superposing non-interfering modes within a given observation.  The code used in generating these observations is included in the Attachments.

2.  For each `observation', run the model mode extraction procedure for all modes up to l = 768 and determine the mode amplitudes.  For all modes with an inferred amplitude above some small threshold value (say 0.005), determine the mode frequencies in a window of interest in which mode amplitudes can be assumed to be roughly equal; a window of n0 ± 0.1 mHz with line widths of 2 mHz should be a useful guide to the strongest p-modes, with n0 selected from Table 1.  The mode frequencies can be determined by interpolating in a table or running a fitting program for the central frequencies and assuming gaussian profiles. For this purpose, the utility programs p_mode_freq() and p_mode_width() have been provided in /usr/local/lib/libM.a (see Attachments).  Be sure to include the separate frequency contributions from ±m components.  Combine the spectra weighted by the square of the mode amplitudes into a synthetic power spectrum over the window.

3.  Choose an arbitrary line width.  It is not clear what the high-degree mode line widths are, but at least for intermediate degree (l = 20-60), the line widths (FWHM) depend on frequency, increasing with increasing frequency from Dn < 0.5 mHz for n < 1.9 mHz (in which case different azimuthal orders can be cleanly distinguished) to Dn > 20 mHz for n > 4.2 mHz (in which case there is typically significant blending of multiple degrees).  If we choose a target line width of 2 mHz, this will presumably cover all modes with frequencies up to about 3.2 mHz, just past where the mode spectrum turns over.  Select the radial-order with a frequency closest to 3.2 mHz (see Table 1) and use this to determine the overlap range of l and m.

4.  For each of the target modes determine the range of l and m for which overlap occurs in the designated frequency window.  The noise power contribution of a mode of frequency n1 to a mode of nearby frequency n0 may be approximated by assuming that the spectral lines are both gaussians of equal amplitude and width.  The contributed power should then simply be proportional to the joint area under both gaussians, i.e. to (p1/2s)´erfc (d/s) where d º |n1-n0| and s º Dn/[ln(2)]1/2.   It will be necessary to establish some cutoff acceptance value in order to limit the search to a finite range in l, but this should not be much of a problem.  For modes of the same l and different m, the range of m will be given by X = erfc (0.176Dm) since dm » 0.424 Dm mHz and s » 2.402 mHz for Dn = 2 mHz.  (Remember that it is necessary to consider negative as well as positive values of m).  For Dm = 10, we have X = 0.013 while for Dm = 20, X = 6.4´10-7, so the range Dm should pretty clearly be between ±10 and ±20. 

Similarly, for a given value of m and particular values of l and n we can define dl » ¶n/¶l Dl, where ¶n/¶l is tabulated and similarly restrict the range of significant contributions Dl.  Note that this will be substantially smaller at the same value of m, since even the smallest values of ¶n/¶l are more than 4 times greater than ¶n/¶m.  However, it is necessary to consider the contributions of different m  modes for a given Dl, and for this purpose it would be useful to construct a table of erfc (d/s) for each of the selected modes extending ±20 in m for each l and extending in l until the range ±l in m is exhausted.

5.  Run the model mode extraction procedure and determine the mode amplitudes in each of the modes in the determined range of overlap.

			Table 1:  Target Surface Spherical Harmonics

  l    m   Dn[mHz]  ni   n   n [mHz] ¶n/¶l [mHz]

  6    3    1.27  8-27 20  3235.31   46.82
127   81   34.34  1-13  6  3233.83    9.35
169 -155  -65.72  1-10  4  3193.1     6.58
328  280  118.72  0- 6  2  2989.7     3.14
329 -184  -78.02  0- 6  2  2786.2     3.14
353  240  101.76  0- 6  2  3066.0     3.06
392    0    0.00  0- 6  2  3068.8     2.82
392 -391 -165.78  0- 6  2  2903.0     2.82
422  187   79.29  0- 6  2  3223.4     2.80
584   -1   -0.42  0- 4  1  2987       2.4
623 -271 -114.90  0- 4  1  2958       2.3
667  446  189.10  0- 4  1  3362       2.0
703 -649 -275.18  0- 4  1  2972       2.0
768    0    0.00  0- 3  1  3388       1.9
768  391  165.78  0- 3  0  2923       1.8
768  768  325.63  0- 3  0  3083       1.8

			Table 2:  Mode Frequencies (m = 0) [mHz]

l / n	  0       1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8

6									1587.48
127		1649.35 2013.05	2347.24			3199.49
169		1849.5	2245.1	2602.0	2940.4	3258.8	3563.2	3857.8	4139.7
328	1826.5  2365.1  2871.0  3348.1  3783.2  4207.1  4602.9  4989.1
329	1830.0  2367.6  2874.2  3352.0  3787.8  4212.3  4608.1  4995.2
353	1891.1  2449.3  2964.2  3462.7  3922.1  4357.8  4727.1  5119.1
392	1975.7  2540.2  3068.8  3588.3  4074.7  4528.1  4932.2
422	2047.6  2609.6  3144.1  3676.3  4184.2  4651.6  5075.9
584	2411	2987	3577	4175	4762
623	2493	3073	3683	4298	4892
667	2577	3173	3799	4424	5023
703	2638	3247	3884	4513	5135
768	2757	3388	4041	4697

l / n	   9     10      11      12      13      14      15      16      17

6	1727.77	1866.15	2003.99	2142.51	2279.86	2415.55	2551.17	2687.14	2823.69
127	3957.60	4196.13	4430.45	4660.88	4887.53
169	4416.4	4685.0

l / n	  18      19      20      21      22      23      24      25      26

6	2960.69	3097.28	3234.04	3370.99	3508.06	3646.02	3784.07	3922.17	4060.94

